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Abstract
We present an algorithm for determining the acceleration field of a
rigid body using measurements from four tri-axial accelerometers. The
acceleration field is an important quantity in bio-mechanics problems, es-
pecially in the study of mild Traumatic Brain Injury (mTBI). The in vivo
strains in the brain, which are hypothesized to closely correlate with brain
injury, are generally not directly accessible outside of a laboratory setting.
However, they can be estimated on knowing the head’s acceleration field.
In contrast to other techniques, the proposed algorithm uses data exclu-
sively from accelerometers, rather than from a combination of accelerom-
eters and gyroscopes. For that reason, the proposed accelerometer only
(AO) algorithm does not involve any numerical differentiation of data,
which is known to greatly amplify measurement noise. For applications
where only the magnitude of the acceleration vector is of interest, the al-
gorithm is straightforward, computationally efficient and does not require
computation of angular velocity or orientation. When both the magni-
tude and direction of acceleration are of interest, the proposed algorithm
involves the calculation of the angular velocity and orientation as interme-
diate steps. In addition to helping understand the mechanics of mTBI, the
AO-algorithm may find widespread use in several bio-mechanical applica-
tions, gyroscope-free inertial navigation units, ballistic platform guidance,
and platform control.
Keywords: Acceleration field, Tri-axial accelerometers, Angular velocity,
Orientation tensor, MTBI
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1 Introduction
Commonly referred to as a “concussion,” mild Traumatic Brain Injury (mTBI)
occurs when the head is exposed to blunt trauma, which results in the brief
alteration of a person’s mental status (such as confusion or disorientation) [1,
2]. Clinical research has shown that mTBI causes serious and lasting health
problems with more than 1.5 million cases per year in the United States alone [1,
3, 4]. The change in mental status following mTBI may be brief, but the damage
to neural tissue is permanent and accumulated damage from repetitive head
injuries can lead to progressive neurodegenerative disease [2, 5]. The overarching
objective from the bio-mechanics perspective in the direction of mTBI has been
to gauge the potential of an impact type event in causing mTBI.
It has been hypothesized that the injury takes place through the creation of
large strains and strain-rates in the tissue [6]. Outside of a laboratory setting,
in vivo tissue strains are generally not directly accessible during injury inducing
events (e.g., impacts). For that reason, there is interest in developing indirect
strategies for estimating the strains and strain-rates in the brain. One such
indirect strategy is as follows.
In blunt impact events that may lead to mTBI the strains in the skull are
usually elastic and small. Since the deformation induced in the brain due to
such strains is unlikely to cause mTBI it is reasonable to ignore them. Thus,
the strains and strain-rates in the brain can be estimated by (i) modeling the
skull as a rigid body, (ii) determining its accelerations in an impact type event,
and then (iii) using those accelerations to setup a continuum mechanics based
calculation for the brain’s deformation. In this paper we focus on step (ii) of
this indirect strategy.
There, of course, exist several alternate strategies that do not involve rigid
body based models [7, 8, 9, 10]. However, for several reasons rigid body based
models continue to be invaluable tools in understanding the mechanics of mTBI.
Some of those reasons are related to the analytical and computational tractabil-
ity of rigid body models, while still others are related to the rigid body models’
amenability in interfacing with neck and body models [11].
It is possible to measure the accelerations of any finite number of points on
the head by attaching accelerometers to a helmet or other gear so that they are
in close contact with those points. We assume that the acceleration of a point
on the skull correlates closely with the point that lies directly above it on the
head and use the terms “head” and “skull” interchangeably. For the purposes
of carrying out step (iii) such that the strains in the brain can be spatially
resolved it is necessary to know the acceleration at all head points. Therefore,
in this paper we present an algorithm for constructing a time sequence of head
acceleration fields from a finite number of accelerometer measurements. The
head acceleration field is a map that given a point on the head returns the
acceleration at that point. Since the algorithm that we present uses data only
from accelerometers we refer to it as accelerometer only (AO) algorithm.
In contrast, many of the popular algorithms used for estimating acceleration
fields use data from other sensors, such as gyroscopes and magnetometers, in
addition to those from accelerometers [12, 13, 14].
There exist a plethora of techniques for determining the acceleration field
of a rigid body. Many of those techniques, however, introduce approximations
that are only justified if the rotations contained in the rigid body’s motion are
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small (e.g., see [15, 16]). The assumption of small rotations was, perhaps,
motivated by the belief that during blunt impact events that may lead to mTBI
the rotational component of the head’s motion is small, or the peak strains
inside the head primarily correlate with the non-rotational component of the
motion. In the development of the AO-algorithm that we present in this paper
we do not assume the rotations to be small.
The majority of the techniques that do not assume the rotational compo-
nent of the motion to be negligible are based on inertial navigation technology.
Inertial navigation technology is a well established field for determining the ori-
entation and position of a rigid body using measurements from what are termed
inertial measurement units (IMUs) [17, 18]. Strapdown IMUs are a special type
of IMUs that are especially suitable for biomechanics applications owing to their
low weight and footprint. Typically, these units consist of three gyroscopes and
one tri-axial accelerometer. However, knowing the orientation and position in
space does not immediately yield information about the acceleration field of
the rigid body. Determining the acceleration field requires taking two time
derivatives of the orientation and position information. Thus, determining ac-
celerations from strapdown IMUs requires taking at least one time derivative of
the measured time signals. It is well know that differentiating data numerically
greatly amplifies its noise [19, 20]. The AO-algorithm that we present does not
involve any numerical differentiation of data. It does, however, involve numer-
ical integrations. Thus, potentially, the AO-algorithm might be more sensitive
to bias type errors than strapdown IMU based algorithms.
In addition to not involving numerical differentiation there are other poten-
tial benefits to the AO-algorithm over those based on strapdown IMUs. Recall
that algorithms based on strapdown IMUs make use of gyroscopes, whereas the
AO-algorithm exclusively makes use of accelerometers. Gyroscopes can measure
angular velocity directly, but MEMS gyroscopes have limited sensitivity. Opti-
cal gyroscopes possess remarkable sensitivity, but generally they are too large
for biomechanics and other related applications [21]. Commercially available ac-
celerometers are inexpensive and excel in dynamic range, accuracy, resolution,
and response time [22, 23] making accelerometer-only systems appealing as a
means to measure the acceleration of a rigid body.
Techniques that determine the acceleration field exclusively from accelerom-
eters already exist. However, the AO-algorithm is more general than those
techniques. For example, compared to the technique presented by Padagaonkar
et al. [24, 25] the location and orientation of the accelerometers in the AO-
algorithm can be fairly arbitrary. The AO-algorithm can be applied to 3D
motions whereas the one by Cardou [26] can only be applied to 2D motions.
In §2 we present the mathematical formulation of rigid body motion that is
required for the development of the AO-algorithm. The theory of rigid body
motion (RBM) is a core topic in the subject of classical mechanics [27, 28].
For a more mathematical treatment of RBM from a perspective of geometric
mechanics, please see [29, specifically, ch. 9] [30]. For a modern, continuum
mechanics style treatment of RBM, please see the excellent works of Jog [31,
especially chs. 2, 3, and 8] and O’Reilly [32].
Our formulation contains some new and interesting features. We found these
features to be necessary for a mathematically rigorous and consistent develop-
ment of the AO-algorithm. Some novel features of our formulation are as fol-
lows: (a.) The rigid body is modeled as a topological space. This allows for
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the consideration of more general types of solids. For details see the beginning
paragraphs of §2.2. (b.) The forces are modeled as measures, which allows for a
consistent treatment of point forces. This generalized way of modeling forces in
RBM can also be found in [33]. (c.) A notable feature of our formulation is that
positions, velocities, and accelerations belong to different vector spaces. This
feature makes our formulation more consistent with geometric mechanics based
formulations than classical formulations. In classical formulations there are no
notions of tangent spaces. In our formulation the velocity vector space can be
identified with the trivial tangent bundle of the Euclidean point space in which
the rigid body’s material points execute their motion. Another consequence
of this feature is that in our formulation the physical notion of units finds a
perfect home in the mathematical notion of vector spaces. In classical treat-
ments, all positions, velocities, and accelerations share the same basis vectors,
with the information about their units carried by the components of the basis
vectors. This aspect of the classical treatments makes them inconsistent with
the modern mathematical theory of vector spaces, where the components are
required to belong to a field, typically real or complex numbers, which is gener-
ally shared by all the vector spaces involved in the physical theory, and hence
do not have units. In our formulation, positions, velocities, and accelerations
all have different sets of basis vectors. Since basis vectors are abstract entities,
we can use them to store information about the units. A vector’s components
in our formulation belong to the set of real numbers, and thus have no units. In
addition to our formulation being more mathematically consistent than classical
treatments, it also has the practical advantage that all variables and equations
in it come out automatically non-dimensionalized.
Following §2, in §3 we develop the AO-algorithm. In §4 we demonstrate
the predictive capability of the AO-algorithm using a numerical simulation of
impact between a rigid body and an elastic half-space. We make a few closing
remarks in §5.
2 Rigid body motion
In this section we present a formulation of RBM that is different from what is
found in standard treatments of this subject (see our comments (a)–(c) in §1).
As we stated in §1, we found this formulation necessary for a mathematically
consistent and rigorous development of the AO-algorithm. On a cursory level,
our formulation of RBM might appear to be similar to that of standard con-
tinuum mechanics. However, there are important differences between the two,
which we emphasize in §2.1 and §2.2.
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2.1 Kinematics
Let E be a finite dimensional, oriented, Hilbert space1. The point space E
is E’s principal homogeneous space. It is possible to establish a one-to-one
correspondence between the points in E and the vectors in E. For example,
choosing a point o P E, which we call E’s origin, we say that the point x P E
and the vector x P E correspond to each other iff o ` x “ x. We consider the
rigid solidB to be a topological space2. The motion of the rigid solid takes place
in E. Therefore, we formally define the vectors in E to have units of length, say
meters, and refer to E as the physical-space. Let ER be another oriented Hilbert
space, distinct from E, and let the point space ER be its principle homogeneous
space. The space ER has the same dimension as E. We take the vectors in ER
to have dimensions of length as well, and call ER the reference space.
Figure 1: The mathematical spaces related to the kinematics of rigid body
motion. See §2.1 for details.
We designate a select continuous, injective map from B into ER as the
reference configuration κR. We call κRpXq the particle X’s reference position
vector. Selecting a point OR P ER as ER’s origin, to κR we associate the map
κR : B Ñ ER such that κRpXq “ OR ` κRpXq. When we refer to a vector X
belonging to κRpBq as a material particle we in fact mean the material particle
κ´1R pXq, which belongs to B. We call a continuous, injective map from B
1A Hilbert space is any complete, inner-product space. Some authors, e.g. Kolmogorov and
Fomin [34], reserve the term “Hilbert space” for referring to only infinite dimensional, complete,
inner-product spaces, and refer to finite dimensional (complete) inner-product spaces as “Euclidean
spaces.” However, we choose to use the term “Hilbert spaces” to refer to finite dimensional (complete)
inner-product spaces as well since we believe that the use of the term “Euclidean spaces” would
contribute to suppressing the abstract nature of the velocity and the acceleration spaces, V and A,
respectively. We only consider finite dimensional spaces in our work. Since all finite dimensional
inner-product spaces are complete, instead of “Hilbert space” we could have equivalently also used
the term “inner-product space.”
2cf. [35, p. 37], where, as is standard in continuum mechanics, the body B is modeled as a
manifold.
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into E a configuration, and the family of all configurations the configuration
manifold C. To each κ P C we associate the map κ : B Ñ E defined such that
κpXq “ o` κpXq (see Fig. 1).
We denote the inner product between vectors ui and uj that belong to the
Hilbert space U as ui ¨U uj . We denote the norm that is induced by the inner
product on U of ui i.e., pui ¨U uiq1{2 as }ui}U. However, when there is no risk
of confusion, we will generally omit the subscripts of the ¨ symbol and the }¨}
operator. We take the sets pEiqiPI and peiqiPI, whereI “ p1, . . . , nsdq, to form
bases for ER and E, respectively. Here nsd is the dimension of ER or E. The
sets pEiqiPI and peiqiPI are orthonormal, by which we mean Ei ¨ER Ej “ δij
and ei ¨E ej “ δij , where i, j P I. Here δij is the Kronecker delta symbol, which
equals unity iff i “ j and vanishes otherwise.
For m, n P N, the set of natural numbers, we denote the space of all mˆ n
real matrices asMm,npRq and identifyMm,1pRq with Rm. When the vectorX is
represented as
ř
iPIXiEi, where Xi P R, we call Xi the components of X w.r.tpEqiPI and pXiqiPI PMnsd,1pRq the matrix representation of X w.r.t pEiqiPI.
Similarly, when x “ řiPI xiei, where xi P R, we call pxiqiPI P Mnsd,1pRq
the matrix representation of x with respect to peiqiPI. From here on, unless
otherwise specified, we will be following the Einstein summation convention, for
which a repeated index in a term will imply a summation of that term with the
repeated index taking values inI. Hence, we will be writing expressions such asř
iPIXiEi simply as XiEi. In the following sections there are, however, terms
in which a repeated index does not imply a sum. We will identify such terms
using a parenthetical remark. When an index appears only once in a term, then
unless otherwise specified, that term is understood to represent a tuple of terms
with the unrepeated index ranging over I.
We model time as a one-dimensional normed vector space T 3. We denote
a typical point in T as τ “ τs, where τ P R and s is a fixed vector in T of unit
norm. When we refer to “the time instance τ ,” “the time τ ,” or simply “τ ” we
in fact mean the time point τ .
The solid’s motion is a twice continuously differentiable map
TÑ C,
τ ÞÑ κτ .
We refer to κτ pXq P E as the material particle X’s position vector at the time
instance τ . It can be shown that for the case of a rigid solid
κτ “ T τ ˝Qτ ˝ κR, (2.1)
3Typically, time is modeled as an element of Rě0. The choice of the positive real number line to
model time stems from the fact that the observation of the mechanical system begins at some fixed
time instance and there is interest in observing the mechanical system at only those time instances
that come after the fixed time instance.
We would like the difference between two time instances to also be a valid time instance. That is,
we would like time to be a vector space. This is important, e.g., for giving a rigorous definition to
the velocity of a material particle that is, e.g., executing its motion in E. The set Rě0, interpreted
in the standard way, is, of course, not a vector space. For that reason, we believe that the entire
real number line is a better model for time. From the modeling perspective there are no issues
in modeling time as the entire real number line, with the tacit assumption that the values of the
different physical entities are only meaningful at time instances that come after the fixed time
instance.
Furthermore, keeping in line with our spirit of retaining the distinction between different physical
vectors spaces even when they have the same dimension4 we model time as a one dimensional
normed vector space T, which is distinct from R. We choose the null vector in T to be the fixed
time instance at which the mechanical system’s observation begins.
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where Qτ is a proper (orientation preserving), linear isometry from ER onto E,
the map T τ : EÑ E is defined by the equation T τ pxq “ x` cpτ q, where cpτ q
is the value of a vector valued function from T into E.
We call the map xτ : ER Ñ E defined as xτ pXq “ T τ ˝Qτ pXq, i.e.
xτ pXq “ QτX ` cpτ q, (2.2)
the deformation map. The vector cpτ q can be written as cipτqei, where ci : RÑ
R. Similarly, the map Qτ can be written as Qijpτqei bEj , where Qij : RÑ R
and
QkipτqQkjpτq “ δij , (2.3a)
or equivalently
QikpτqQjkpτq “ δij , (2.3b)
for all τ P R. The expression ei b Ej denotes a linear map from ER into E
that is defined by the equation pei bEjqX “ ei pEj ¨ER Xq. In general, for
any two vectors u1 P U and w1 PW, where U and W are two arbitrary Hilbert
spaces, u1 b w1 denotes the linear mapping from W into U that is defined as
pu1 bw1qw2 “ u1 pw1 ¨W w2q for all w2 PW.
Velocities Say U and W are two arbitrary Hilbert spaces. We denote the set
of bounded linear operators from U into W as BpU,Wq. The motion of the
particle X is the map xX : T Ñ E defined such that xXpτ q “ xτ pκRpXqq. It
can be shown that the velocity of a material particle executing its motion in E
lies in the space BpT,Eq “: V4. To be precise, the velocity of the particle X at
the time instance τ is the operator V Xpτ q P V such that
lim
‖∆τ‖Ñ0
‖xXpτ `∆τ q ´ xXpτ q ´ V Xpτ q∆τ‖
‖∆τ‖ “ 0.
That is, V Xpτ q is the (Fréchet) derivative of xX at the time instance τ . Hence,
we refer to V as the (physical) velocity space. The vectors vi P V, where i P I,
defined such that viτ “ τei form an orthonormal basis for V.
4 The time vector space T is isomorphic to the Hilbert space R. The Hilbert spaces ER, E, V,
A etc. are similarly isomorphic to each other. However, we make a substantial amount of effort
to retain the distinction between these spaces. The reason for our doing that is as follows. By
the definition of a vector space, the operation of addition between any two elements belonging to
the same vector space is well defined. So, if we were not to retain the distinction between the
different vector spaces and identify them all with, say, R3 then that would allow for meaningless
operations, such as the addition of a velocity vector to a position vector. Typically, this issue is
circumvented by assuming that the coefficients of the different physical vectors w.r.t, say, a basis
of R3, carry with them different units. However, we chose not to follow that formalism. In our
formalism, the information contained in the units is stored in the basis vectors rather than in the
coefficients. There are several advantages to our formalism. One of which is that the equations
governing the coefficients come out to be non-dimensionalized by default. Also, our formalism is
consistent with the mathematical theory of real vector and Hilbert spaces [36][37, ch. 2–3], where
the coefficients belong to R, i.e., they do not have any units attached to them, and the basis
vectors themselves are abstract entities, and therefore can be taken to have units. The spirit that
governs our formalism is best expressed in the following quote by Halmos [36, pp. 13–14] “One
might be tempted to say that from now on it would be silly to try to preserve an appearance
of generality by talking of the general n-dimensional vector space, since we know that from the
point of view of studying linear problems isomorphic vector spaces are indistinguishable, and we
may as well always study Rn...we shall ignore the theorem just proved and treat n-dimensional
vector spaces as self-respecting entities ...reason for doing this...vector spaces...would lose a lot
of their intuitive content if we were to transform them into Rn”
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The material velocity field V τ : ER Ñ V is defined such that V τ pκRpXqq “
V Xpτ q. Specifically, for the case of rigid body motion
V τ pXq “ LτX ` c1pτ q. (2.4)
In (2.4) the map Lτ : ER Ñ V is defined as Lτ :“ Q1ijpτqvi bEj and c1pτ q “
c1ipτqvi, where Q1ij and c1i are the derivatives of Qij and ci, respectively. Using
(2.2) and (2.4), it can be shown that the velocity of the material particle located
at the time instance τ at a point o` x where x P xτ ˝ κRpBq Ă E is
vτ pxq “W τ px´ cpτ qq ` c1pτ q. (2.5)
In (2.5) the operator W τ : EÑ V is defined as
W τ :“ Lτ ˝Q˚τ , (2.6)
where the operator Q˚τ is the Hilbert-adjoint of Qτ . The Hilbert-adjoint of an
operator T : UÑW is the operator T ˚ : WÑ U defined such that u ¨U T ˚w “
w ¨W Tu for all u and w in U and W, respectively.
Accelerations The acceleration of the material particle X at the time in-
stance τ equals the value of the (Fréchet) derivative of the map τ ÞÑ V Xpτ q
at the time instance τ . It can be shown that the acceleration of the material
particle X that is executing its motion in E lies in the space BpT,Vq “: A. We
refer to A as the (physical) acceleration space. The vectors ai P A, where i P I,
defined such that aiτ “ τvi form an orthonormal basis for A.
For the case of a rigid body, the acceleration of the material particleX P ER
at the time instance τ can be shown to be equal to
Aτ pXq “M τX ` c2pτ q, (2.7)
where
M τ :“ Q2ijpτqai bEj , (2.8)
and
c2pτ q “ c2i pτqai. (2.9)
Here, Q2ij and c2i denote the second derivatives of Qij and ci, respectively.
Using (2.2) and (2.7), it can be shown that the acceleration of the material
particle located at x P E at the time instance τ equals
aτ pxq “M τ ˝Q˚τ px´ cpτ qq ` c2pτ q. (2.10)
Pseudo accelerations Both M τ and c2pτ q, are needed for computing the
acceleration of the particle X at the time instance τ , Aτ pXq, from (2.7). How-
ever, they are challenging to compute using the information provided by ac-
celerometers. In §3 we will show that it is straightforward to use accelerometer
information to compute the “Pseudo-acceleration field” A¯τ : κR pBq Ñ ER,
A¯τ :“ Q¯τ ˝Aτ , (2.11)
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where Q¯τ : AÑ ER is defined by the equation
Q¯τ “ Qjipτ qEi b aj . (2.12)
The quantity A¯τ pXq is notX’s acceleration. In fact, it does not even belong to
A, the acceleration space, in which X’s acceleration lies (see Fig. 2). However,
interestingly, it can be shown that››A¯τ pXq››ER “ }Aτ pXq}A , (2.13)
the magnitude of X’s acceleration at the time instance τ . In §3 we also present
an algorithm for computing Qτ from A¯τ . Once Qτ is known it can be used to
construct Q¯τ , using (2.12). The map Q¯τ can then be used to determine Aτ ,
through (2.11), without the need to take any derivatives of Qτ . This is desirable
since numerical differentiation of functions constructed using measured data can
significantly add to the measurements’ inherent error.
In §3 we present the procedure to compute A¯τ from experimental data. In
order to do this, we operate on both sides of (2.7) with Q¯τ to find that
A¯τ pXq “ P τX ` qpτ q, (2.14)
where
P τ :“ Q¯τ ˝M τ , (2.15)
and q :“ Q¯τ ˝ c2.
2.1.1 Matrix representation
We sometimes abbreviate matrices using sans-serif bold face symbols. For ex-
ample, we abbreviate the matrix pQijpτqqi,jPI P Mnsd,nsdpRq as Qpτq. In such
cases we refer to the element in the ith row and jth column of the matrix as
p¨qij . That is, pQpτqqij “ Qijpτq.
Positions and Orientations ExpressingQτ ,X, cpτ q, and xτ pXq asQijpτqeib
Ej , XiEi, cipτqei, and xτipXqei, respectively, in (2.2) we get that
xτipXq “ QijpτqXj ` cipτq. (2.16)
Defining xτ pXq “ pxτipXqqiPI, cpτq “ pcipτqqiPI, and I “ pδijqi,jPI we can,
respectively, write (2.16), and (2.3) alternatively as
xτ pXq “ QpτqX` cpτq, (2.17)
and
QT pτqQpτq “ I, (2.18a)
Qpτq QT pτq “ I, (2.18b)
where QT pτq “ pQpτqqT and p¨qT : Mm,npRq Ñ Mn,mpRq is the transpose
operator. The matrix Qpτq, which we call the rotation matrix, belongs to the
special orthogonal group SOpnsdq.
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Velocities ExpressingW τ as Wijpτqvibej , it can be shown using (2.6) that
Wpτq “ Q1pτq QT pτq, (2.19)
where
Wpτq :“ pWijpτqqi,jPI , (2.20a)
and
Wijpτq :“ Q1ikpτqQjkpτq. (2.20b)
Substituting W τ , x, cpτ q, and c1pτ q with Wijpτqvi b ej , xiei, cipτqei, and
c1ipτqvi, respectively, in (2.5) we can show that vτ pxq can be expressed as
vτipxqvi where
vτipxq “Wijpτqpxj ´ cjpτqq ` c1ipτq. (2.21)
Defining vτ pxq “ pvτipxqqiPI, x :“ pxiqiPI, cpτq “ pcipτqqiPI, and c1pτq “pc1ipτqqiPI we can alternatively write (2.21) as
vτ pxq “Wpτqpx´ cpτqq ` c1pτq. (2.22)
It follows from (2.3b) that Q1ikpτqQjkpτq “ ´QikpτqQ1jkpτq, which implies that
Wijpτq “ ´Wjipτq. Hence, the matrix Wpτq belongs to the space of nsd ˆ nsd
real skew-symmetric matrices sopR, nsdq.
When nsd “ 3 we can associate with Wpτq the matrix wpτq :“ pwipτqqiPI P
M3,1pRq that is defined such that
Wpτqx “ wpτq ˆ x (2.23)
for all x P M3,1pRq. In (2.23), the symbol “ˆ” denotes the (Gibbs) “cross-
product” so that wpτq ˆ x “ pijkwjpτqxkqiPI. Here, ijk is the Levi-Civita
symbol. It is ˘1 when pi, j, kq is, respectively, an even or odd permutation of
p1, 2, 3q and is zero otherwise. The relation between Wpτq and wpτq can also be
expressed using the map ‹p¨q : sopR, 3q ÑM3,1pRq that is defined by the equa-
tion ‹ p¨q “
´
´ijk p¨qjk {2
¯
iPI
. Thus, wpτq “ ‹ pWpτqq. It can be shown that
‹´1 pq :M3,1pRq Ñ sopR, 3q satisfies the equation ‹´1 p¨q “ p´ijk p¨qkqi,jPI. To
make some of the ensuing expressions appear less cumbersome we denote ‹´1 p¨q
too as ‹ p¨q. Whether we mean ‹´1 p¨q or ‹ p¨q will be clear from the argument
of ‹ p¨q.
Using wpτq, (2.22) can alternatively be written as
vτ pxq “ wpτq ˆ px´ cpτqq ` c1pτq. (2.24)
Accelerations Defining
AτipXq “ Aτ pXq ¨A ai, (2.25)
and
aτipxq :“ aτ pxq ¨A ai (2.26)
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it follows from (2.7), and (2.10) that
AτipXq “ Q2ijpτqXj ` c2i pτq, (2.27)
and
aτipxq “ Q2ikpτqQlkpτqpxl ´ clpτqq ` c2i pτq. (2.28)
Denoting pAτipXqqiPI,
`
Q2ijpτq
˘
i,jPI, pXiqiPI, pc2i pτqqiPI, and paτipxqqiPI as,
respectively, Aτ pXq, Q2pτq, X, c2pτq, and aτ pxq and defining
W1pτq “ `W 1ijpτq˘i,jPI , (2.29)
where W 1ij is the derivative of Wij , we can write (2.27), and (2.28) alternatively
as
Aτ pXq “ Q2pτqX` c2pτq, (2.30)
and
aτ pxq “W1pτq px´ cpτqq `W2pτq px´ cpτqq ` c2pτq, (2.31)
respectively. In (2.31) W2pτq :“ WpτqWpτq. In arriving at (2.31) we used the
identity
Q2ikpτqQlkpτq “W 1ilpτq `WikpτqWklpτq, (2.32)
which follows from (2.3).
It can be shown that W1pτq belongs to sopR, nsdq. Therefore, when nsd “ 3
it follows from (2.23) that we can construct a matrix w1pτq PM3,1pRq such that
W1pτqx “ w1pτq ˆ x for all x P M3,1pRq. Using w1pτq, (2.31) can alternatively
be written as
aτ pxq “ w1pτq ˆ px´ cpτqq `wpτq ˆwpτq ˆ px´ cpτqq ` c2pτq. (2.33)
We call the second term in (2.33), wpτq ˆ wpτq ˆ px´ cpτqq, the “non-linear
rotational acceleration.”5
Pseudo accelerations Defining
A¯τipXq :“ A¯τ pXq ¨ER Ei, (2.34)
and expressing P τ , qpτ q, and X, respectively, as PijpτqEi bEj , qipτqEi, and
XiEi it follows from (2.14) that
A¯τ pXq “ PpτqX` qpτq, (2.35)
where A¯τ pXq “
`
A¯τipXq
˘
iPI, Ppτq “ pPijpτqqi,jPI, and qpτq “ pqipτqqiPI, and
from (2.15), (2.12), and (2.8) that
Ppτq “ QTpτqQ2pτq, (2.36)
where Q2pτq :“ `Q2ijpτq˘i,jPI.
5The second term in (2.33), wpτq ˆ wpτq ˆ px´ cpτqq, is sometimes referred to as “centripetal
acceleration” [15, 23, 25].
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Figure 2: The mathematical spaces that appear in the kinematics and balance
principles related to rigid body motion. See §2 for details. The vectors cpτ q,
c1pτ q and c2pτ q belong to the spaces E, V, and A, respectively. However, in
the above figure they are to be, respectively, interpreted as the maps E Q x ÞÑ
cpτ q ` x P E, V Q v ÞÑ c1pτ q ` v P V, A Q a ÞÑ c2pτ q ` a P A. The filled circle
in V, which also appears as the solid arrow in E, denotes the velocity of the
particle X at the time instance τ . Similarly, the filled circle in A, which also
appears as the solid arrow in V, denotes X’s acceleration at the time instance
τ .
2.2 Balance principles
Consider the measurable space pB,Bq, where B is the Borel σ-algebra of B.
Let ρ˜ be a measure on this space that is defined such that the mass contained
in any U P B is equal to ρ˜pUqm, where m is the total mass of B. We call
ρ˜ the specific mass measure. A large variety of rigid bodies can be modeled
through the use of ρ˜. For example, in our framework the rigid solid can be an
assembly of point masses, 1D or 2D straight or curved continua, such as links,
rings, trusses, plates, shells, etc., and 3D solids (cf. [35, p. 38]).
The position vectors of B’s center of mass in ER and E are
rR :“
ż
B
κR dρ˜,
and
rpτ q :“
ż
B
κτ dρ˜,
respectively. The vector rpτ q can be written as ripτqei, where ri : RÑ R.
We model the force system acting on B using the vector valued measure
f˜τ : B Ñ A where f˜τ pUq gives the net force acting on U divided by B’s total
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mass. The specific force f˜τ pUq can be expressed as f˜τipUqai, where f˜τi is a
signed measure on pB,Bq. Modeling the force system as a measure allows us to
model complicated loading scenarios. For example, if the concentrated forcemp˜,
where p˜ P A, constantly acts on the particle X then in that case f˜τ “ δpXqp˜,
where δpXq : B Ñ R is called the Dirac measure and is defined as
δpXqpUq “
"
1, X P U,
0, otherwise. (2.37)
Say the force on a particle of mass M due to gravity is Mga3, where g P R,
then the loading due to gravity on B can be modeled as f˜τ “ gρ˜a36. The
specific force measure
řn
i“1 δpXiqp˜i ` gρ˜a3 corresponds to a scenario where the
body is subject to both gravitational loading and the set of concentrated specific
forces p˜i P A, where i “ 1, . . . , n, that act, respectively, on the particles Xi.
It follows from the principle of balance of linear momentum that
r2pτ q “ f˜τ pBq, (2.38)
where f˜τ pBq “ f˜τipBqai is the net specific force acting on B, and r2 is the
second (Fréchet) derivative of the map T Q τ ÞÑ rpτ q P E. Expressing r2pτ q
as r2i pτqai, where r2i is the second derivative of ri, (2.38) can be alternatively
written as
r2pτq “ f˜pτq, (2.39)
where r2pτq “ pr2i pτqqiPI and f˜pτq :“
´
f˜τipBq
¯
iPI
.
Let ΠR :BÑ ER, and piτ :BÑ E be maps defined by the equations
ΠRpXq “ κRpXq ´ rR, (2.40)
and
piτ pXq “ κτ pXq ´ rpτ q, (2.41)
respectively. We call ΠRpXq and piτ pXq the relative position vectors of X in
the reference space and the physical space, respectively.
It follows from the definitions of κR, κτ , rR, and rτ , and (2.1), (2.2), (2.40),
and (2.41) that
piτ pXq “ QτΠRpXq, (2.42)
which in component form reads
piτipXq “ QijpτqΠRjpXq. (2.43)
In (2.43), ΠRi and piτi are functions from B into R that are defined by the
equations ΠRipXq “ ΠRpXq ¨Ei and piτipXq “ piτ pXq ¨ ei, respectively.
We modelB’s specific angular momentum and the net specific torque acting
on it as H˜ijpτqei b vj and T˜ijpτqei b aj , respectively. Here H˜ij , and T˜ij are
real valued functions on R defined by the equations
H˜ijpτq “
ż
B
´
9piτipiτj ´ piτi 9piτj
¯
dρ˜, (2.44)
and
T˜ijpτq “
ż
B
´
piτj df˜τi ´ piτi df˜τj
¯
, (2.45)
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respectively. In (2.44), 9piτi :BÑ R is defined by the equation
9piτipXq “ pi1Xipτq, (2.46)
where pi1Xi is the derivative of piXi, and piXk : RÑ R is defined by the equation
piXkpτq “ piτkpXq. (2.47)
It follows from the principle of balance of angular momentum that
H˜
1pτq “ T˜pτq, (2.48)
where H˜pτq :“ pH˜ijpτqqi,jPI, H˜1pτq :“ pH˜ 1ijpτqqi,jPI, in which H˜ 1ij is the deriva-
tive of H˜ij , and T˜pτq :“ pT˜ijpτ qqi,jPI.
In §A.1 we show that
H˜
1pτq “W1pτqE˜pτq ` E˜pτqW1pτq `W2pτqE˜pτq ´ E˜pτqW2pτq, (2.49)
where W and W1 are defined via (2.20b), (2.20a), and (2.29), and E˜pτq :“
pE˜kjpτqqk,jPI, in which
E˜ijpτq :“
ż
B
piτipiτj dρ˜. (2.50)
2.2.1 The case nsd “ 3
The matrices appearing in the principle of balance of angular momentum (2.48)
belong to sopR, nsdq. Hence, (2.48) represents only nsd number of independent
equations. This fact can be made more explicit when nsd “ 3 by writing (2.48)
in the following alternate form.
When nsd “ 3, we can define
h˜pτq “ ‹
´
H˜pτq
¯
, (2.51)
and
t˜pτq “ ‹
´
T˜pτq
¯
. (2.52)
In §A.2 we show that it follows from (2.48), (2.49), (2.51), and (2.52) that
J˜pτqw1pτq `WpτqJ˜pτqwpτq “ t˜pτq, (2.53)
where wpτq “ ‹ pWpτqq, J˜pτq :“
´
J˜ijpτq
¯
i,jPI
, in which
J˜ijpτq :“
ż
B
´
piτkpiτkδij ´ piτipiτj
¯
dρ˜. (2.54)
Modified angular momentum balance The balance of angular momentum
(2.53) is a non-linear differential equation that can be solved analytically only
for simple cases. In §B.1.1 we discuss a procedure for solving (2.53) numerically.
We use the numerical solutions to (2.53) for generating the virtual accelerometer
data that we use for testing our algorithm described in §3. The numerical
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procedure we employ is based on the following alternate formulation of the
balance of angular momentum statement because the dependence of the inertia
matrix on time, J˜pτq, in (2.53) makes effecting a numerical solution to (2.53)
quite challenging.
Using (2.43) in (2.54) we can show that
J˜pτq “ Qpτq ¯˜JQTpτq, (2.55)
where ¯˜J :“
´
¯˜Jij
¯
i, jPI
, with ¯˜Jij being defined by the equation
¯˜Jij “
ż
B
´
ΠRkΠRkδij ´ΠRiΠRj
¯
dρ˜ pno sum over Rq. (2.56)
Substituting J˜pτq with the right hand side of (2.55) in (2.53), and then multi-
plying both sides of the resulting equation with QTpτq we get
¯˜J w¯1pτq ` W¯pτq ¯˜J w¯pτq “ QTpτq t˜pτq, (2.57)
where
W¯pτq :“ QT pτqWpτqQpτq, (2.58)
w¯pτq :“ ‹ `W¯pτq˘ and w¯1 is w¯’s derivative.
Since ¯˜J does not depend on time, (2.57) is relatively much easier to solve
than (2.53). Once w¯ is known from the solution of (2.57), w can be computed
from
wpτq “ Qpτq w¯pτq, (2.59)
which is a consequence of (2.58) and the definition of w¯pτq.
3 Proposed algorithm
We propose an algorithm for determining the acceleration fieldAτ : κRpBq Ñ A
using measurements from four tri-axial accelerometers. We consider the ac-
celerometers themselves to be rigid bodies and to be attached to B. We num-
ber the accelerometers 1, . . . , 4, respectively, and denote the material particles
that they are attached to as lX or lX, where, of course, lX “ κRplXq and
l P J :“ p1, . . . , 4q denotes an accelerometer’s number (see Fig. 3).
A tri-axial accelerometer is capable of measuring the components of its ac-
celeration (or equivalently the acceleration of the material particle that it is at-
tached to) in three orthonormal directions. These directions, in our formalism,
belong to A and depend on the three mutually perpendicular material axes of
the accelerometer along which it is said to report its acceleration’s components.
The accelerometers are rigidly attached to B and move with it (see Fig. 3). By
which we mean that as B executes its motion in E, the accelerometers attached
to it also move with it and change their orientations. We denote the set of
vectors in E with which the accelerometer lX’s material axes are parallel at
the time instance τ as
`
leτi
˘
iPI. Owing to the accelerometer
lX’s rigid nature,
it follows that
`
leτi
˘
iPI is orthonormal, i.e.
leτi ¨ leτj “ δij (no sum over left
superscript l), and from the rigid nature of B and lX’s attachment to it, that
the vector set
`
lEi
˘
iPI where
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Figure 3: Location and orientation of accelerometers. The set of vectors with
which the accelerometer lX’s material axes are parallel at the time instance τ
are given by
`
leτi
˘
iPI.
lEi :“ Q˚τ leτi (3.1)
is also orthonormal and, more importantly, constant with time.
3.1 Procedure for computing the pseudo acceleration
The accelerometer lX reports the functions lαi : RÑ R such that its accelera-
tion
Aτ plXq “ lαipτqlaτi (no sum over left superscript l). (3.2)
Here, the acceleration vectors laτi P A are defined by the physical vectors leτi.
To be precise, laτi are defined such that
`
laτis
˘
s “ leτi, where recall that s is
a fixed vector in T of unit norm. Substituting laτi with Qjkpτq
`
Ek ¨ lEi
˘
aj in
(3.2), operating both sides of the resulting equation with Q¯τ , which is defined
in (2.12), and identifying the expression Q¯τ ˝Aτ that appears on the left hand
side as A¯τ we get that
A¯τ plXq “ lαipτqlEi pno sum over left superscript lq. (3.3)
It follows from (2.35), and (3.3) that
l¯Apτq “ Ppτq lX` qpτq, (3.4)
where l¯Apτq :“ `A¯τ plXq ¨Ei˘iPI, and lX :“ `lX ¨Ei˘iPI. It can be shown
using (3.4) that
i∆A¯pτq “ Ppτq i∆X, (3.5)
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where i∆A¯pτq :“ i`1A¯pτq ´ 1A¯pτq, i∆X :“ i`1X´ 1X, and i P I.
Solving (3.5) we get
Ppτq “
´`
i∆A¯pτq˘T `j∆X˘¯ ´`i∆Y˘ `j∆Y˘T¯ , (3.6)
where i∆Y are defined such that`
i∆Y
˘T j∆X “ δij , i, j P I. (3.7)
For the case nsd “ 3 it can be shown that
i∆Y “ 1
2
ijk
˜ `
j∆X
˘ˆ `k∆X˘
p1∆XqT pp2∆Xq ˆ p3∆Xqq
¸
. (3.8)
Knowing P from (3.6), the function q can be obtained from (3.4) as
qpτq “ l¯Apτq ´ Ppτq lX, (3.9)
where l can be any particular integer in J. Knowing P and q from (3.6) and
(3.9), respectively, A¯τ pXq is now completely determined by (2.35).
3.2 Procedure for computing the acceleration from pseudo
acceleration
It follows from (2.11), (2.12), (2.25), (2.34), and (2.18) that
Aτ pXq “ QpτqA¯τ pXq. (3.10)
Once Q is known the acceleration Aτ pXq can be computed from A¯τ pXq us-
ing (3.10). Therefore, in the following, we discuss the procedure for computing
Q.
Differentiating (2.18) twice, adding QT pτqQ2pτq on both sides of the result-
ing equation, and rearranging we get that
QTpτqQ2pτq`
´
QT
¯1 pτqQ1pτq “ 1
2
ˆ
QTpτqQ2pτq ´
´
QT
¯2 pτqQpτq˙ . (3.11)
Using (3.11) and (2.36), it can be shown that
W¯
1pτq “ skew pPpτqq , (3.12)
where skewp¨q :“
´
p¨q ´ p¨qT
¯
{2. Integrating both sides of (3.12) we get
W¯pτq “
ż τ
z“0
skew pPpzqq dz ` W¯p0q. (3.13)
Knowing W¯1 and W¯ from (3.12) and (3.13), respectively, Q can be obtained by
solving the differential equation
Q1pτq “ QpτqW¯, (3.14)
which is a consequence of the definitions ofW and W¯. We propose the following
numerical procedure for solving (3.14).
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We denote the value ofQ at the time instance n∆τ asQpnq. In this definition
the symbol ∆τ denotes the discrete (non-dimensional) time increment and is a
positive real number, and n is the time step and is a non-negative integer.
Applying the Lie-Störmer-Verlet numerical integration scheme [38] to (3.14),
knowing Qpnq, the value of Q at the next time step can be computed as
Qpn` 1q “ Qpnq e∆τ W¯n`1{2 , (3.15)
where
W¯n`1{2 :“ W¯pnq ` ∆τ2 W¯
1pnq, (3.16)
and the map ep¨q : sopR, 3q Ñ SOp3q is defined by the equation
ep¨q “ I` sinc
ˆ‖‹ p¨q‖
2
˙
p¨q ` 1
2
„
sinc
ˆ‖‹ p¨q‖
4
˙2
p¨q2 . (3.17)
In (3.16) the symbols W¯1pnq and W¯pnq, respectively, denote the values of W¯1
and W¯ at the time instance n∆τ , and ‖¨‖ returns the `2-norm. These values
can be computed using (3.12) and (3.13), respectively.
4 Validation of the accelerometer only (AO) al-
gorithm using virtual accelerometer data
To apply the AO-algorithm we need acceleration measurements from four tri-
axial accelerometers. As a preliminary step we checked the validity and robust-
ness of the AO-algorithm using virtual accelerometer data. We generated these
data by performing a numerical simulation of rigid body motion, extracting the
virtual accelerometer measurements from that simulation, and adding varying
amounts of noise to those measurements. In the future we plan to validate the
AO-algorithm using experimentally generated accelerometer data.
4.1 Generation of virtual accelerometer data
4.1.1 Numerical simulation of rigid body motion
We generated the virtual accelerometer data by numerically simulating impact
between a rigid body and an elastic half-space. In the simulation we took Ei,
i P I, to have units of meters and s to have units of seconds. This implied that
vi and ai, i P I, had units of meters-per-second and meters-per-second-squared,
respectively. In the simulation we took B to be a rigid ellipsoid. The ellipsoid
was spatially and directionally homogeneous, by which we mean that for all U P
B, where, recall, B is B’s Borel σ-algebra, ρ˜pUq was equal to the ratio between
the Lebesgue measures of κRpUq and κRpBq. The ellipsoid was fitted with
the number and type of accelerometers needed for the application of the AO-
algorithm. The configuration ofB and the arrangement of its accelerometers in
ER is shown in Fig. 4. The position and orientation of the surface of the elastic
half-space H when there was no contact between it andB is shown in Fig. 5 (a).
In the simulation the ellipsoid was prescribed initial angular and translational
velocities and dropped onto the elastic half-space under the action of gravity.
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Figure 4: Accelerometer arrangement in numerical simulations of impact be-
tween a rigid body and an elastic half-space (see §4 for details). In the numerical
simulations we takeB to be a rigid ellipsoid. In the reference point spaceER the
ellipsoid occupies the region tpX1, X2, X3q PER | pX1{aq2`pX2{bq2`pX3{cq2 “
1u, where a “ 0.15, b “ 0.10, and c “ 0.08. Four accelerometers are attached to
the ellipsoid’s material particles lX, where l P J. The reference position vec-
tors of these particles are, respectively, ph` cqE3, bE2 ` hE3, aE1 ` hE3, and
hE3 ´ aE1, where h “ 0.75. We apply the AO-algorithm to the accelerometer
data supplied by the virtual accelerometers lX, l P J, to predict the accel-
eration of the material particle 5X. We add varying amounts of noise to the
virtual accelerometer data before applying the AO-algorithm to it. The material
particle 5X’s reference position vector is ph´ cqE3.
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Specifically, the initial conditions in the simulation were w¯0 “ p5, 5, 5q, r10 “
p0.75, 0, 0q, r0 “ p0, 0, 0.75q, and Q0 “ the identity element in M3,3pRq. The
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the elastic half spaceH in the simulation
were 104Pa and 0.3, respectively. The value of the ellipsoid’s specific force
measure on a U P B consisted of two parts. The first part was constant with
time and approximately equal to ´9.8ρ˜pUqa36. The second part arose fromB’s
interaction with H. We discuss the calculation of this second part in §B.1.2.
A few representative configurations of the ellipsoid from the simulation are
shown in Fig. 5(a). We discuss the details of the numerical scheme that we used
for performing the simulation in §B.1.1. Further details about the simulation
can be found in Fig. 5. The data from accelerometer 1X in the simulation are
shown in Fig. 5 (b). We detail the procedure that we used for extracting the
data from the virtual accelerometers in the simulation in §B.2.
4.1.2 Adding noise to the virtual accelerometer data
To make the data from the virtual accelerometers more representative of ex-
perimental accelerometer data, we added different amounts of noise to it before
feeding it to the AO-algorithm. Typically, the noise present in accelerome-
ter measurements is modeled as band-limited additive white Gaussian noise
(AWGN) [39, 40]. The Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU) process is a good model for
band-limited AWGN [41, ch. 2] [42]. Therefore, we generated noisy virtual
accelerometer data lαNoisyi from the virtual accelerometer data
lαi from the
simulation as
lαNoisyi pτq “ lαipτq ` ητ ,
where ητ is a particular realization of the OU process. The OU process is a
continuous time and state stochastic process that satisfies the integral equation
ητ1`τ2 ´ ητ1 “ ´β
ż τ1`τ2
τ1
ητ dτ ` σ
ż τ1`τ2
τ1
dWτ , (4.1)
in which the second integral is an Itô integral, Wτ is the Wiener process, β ą 0
is the drift coefficient, σ ě 0 is the diffusion coefficient, and τ1, τ2 are time
instances. A particular realization of the OU process is obtained by drawing
η0 from a Gaussian distribution of mean zero and variance σ2{p2βq and solv-
ing (4.1). A part of the noisy virtual accelerometer data that we generated for
the case β “ 103 and σ “ 100 is shown in Fig. 5 (c).
The values of the power spectral density (PSD) of the noise in commer-
cial accelerometers appear to remain approximately constant over the 100 Hz
frequency band [43]. The order of magnitude of the mean of those values is typ-
ically 10´8g2{Hz, where g is acceleration due to gravity [44, 45, 43]. The noise
is typically higher in the out of plane direction than the in-plane directions [44].
We found the values of the PSD of the OU process to remain approximately
constant over the 100 Hz frequency band and be greater than 10´8 g2{Hz and
10´6 g2{Hz when σ ě 1 and σ ě 10, respectively, and β “ 103 (see Fig. 7).
Therefore, we studied the effect of noise on the predictive capability of the
AO-algorithm for σ “ 1, 10, and 100 while keeping β constant at 103.
6 Note that the units of this value are carried by a3
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Surface of the 
elastic half-space,
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1αNoisyi pτq “ 1αipτq ` ητ
ητ= Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU)
process (4.1) for β “ 103
and σ “ 100
Figure 5: (Caption continued on next page)
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Figure 5: Simulation of impact between a rigid ellipsoid and an elastic half-
space. The simulation is introduced in §4.1.1. (a) Configurations of the ellipsoid
at different time instances in the simulation. The reference configuration of the
ellipsoid is shown in Fig. 4. In the simulation the ellipsoid was prescribed
initial angular and translational velocities and dropped onto an elastic half-
space under the action of gravity. Specifically, the initial conditions in the
simulation were w¯0 “ p5, 5, 5q, r10 “ p0.75, 0, 0q, r0 “ p0, 0, 0.75q, and Q0 “
the identity element in M3,3pRq. Further details of the simulation can be found
in §B.1.1. (b) The components of the acceleration of the virtual accelerometer
1X (see subfigure (a)) with respect to the directions 1eτi “ Qτ 1Ei, i P I,
in the simulation. We discuss the details of the procedure that we used for
extracting these components from the simulation results in §B.2. (c) Noisy,
virtual accelerometer data generated by adding a particular realization of the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (4.1) to the virtual accelerometer data shown in
subfigure (b).
4.2 Evaluation of AO-algorithm’s capability in predicting
the accelerations in the simulation
We model noise as the OU process, which is a stochastic process. Therefore,
for a given noise level, i.e., fixed σ and β values, there is no unique noisy
virtual accelerometer data set. Instead, there exists an entire family of data
sets. In the parlance of stochastic processes, each of those data sets is called a
realization. Using the virtual accelerometer data from the simulation, for each
noise level we created a large number of realizations (see Table. 1). We applied
the AO-algorithm individually to each of those realizations to derive separate
predictions for the acceleration of the material particle 5X in the simulation. The
location of 5X in the ellipsoid’s reference configuration is shown in Fig. 4. We
know the exact values of 5X’s acceleration from the simulation results. Recall
that 5X’s acceleration Aτ
`
5X
˘
is related to the matrix 5Apτq P M3,1pRq as`
5Apτq˘
i
ai “ Aτ
`
5X
˘
. Figures 6 (a)–(b), respectively, show the acceleration
components
`
5Apτq˘
i
, i P I, as functions of time. Each subfigure shows both the
exact values as well as the predicted values that resulted from the application
of the AO-algorithm to single realizations of noisy, virtual accelerometer data
set for the noise levels σ “ 1, 10, and 100. In each of those noise levels β was
equal to 103.
As can be noted from Fig. 6, in the absence of noise, denoted by the noise
level σ “ 0, the predicted and exact values are indistinguishable. Even in the
presence of noise the differences between the predicted and exact values become
visible only at the noise level σ “ 100. Recall, that σ for the noise in commercial
accelerometers is typical around unity and rarely exceeds 10.
In the simulation, the ellipsoid impacts the half-space repeatedly. The ellip-
soid first impacts the half-space and bounces back from it during the p0.25, 0.75q
time interval. The second impact takes place around τ “ 1.5 (see Fig. 5 (b)).
We found the time variations of the acceleration components for each impact to
be qualitatively similar. However, we found the difference between the predicted
and exact values to increase with time. This is expected due to the presence
of the integration steps in the AO-algorithm (see (3.13), (3.15), and (3.16)). In
order to make a more quantitative comparison between the predicted and exact
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values we decided to focus on the r0, 1s time frame and use the following error
measures:
p “ ‖AO
`
5A
˘´ 5A‖p
‖5A‖p , (4.2)
where p “ 2 and 8. In (4.2) the norms ‖¨‖2 and ‖¨‖8 are defined as ‖f‖2 “bş1
0
fpτq dτ and ‖f‖8 “ supτPr0,1s |fpτq|. The function AO
`
5A
˘
is defined such
that AO
`
5A
˘ pτq equals the value predicted by the AO-algorithm for 5Apτq. It
follows from (4.2) that p depends on both the noise level as well as on the
particular realization of the noisy, virtual accelerometer data set at that noise
level that was used for generating AO
`
5A
˘
. Hence, we computed p for a large
number of realizations at each noise level and calculated their mean and standard
deviation. We report the results of these calculations in Table. 1
As be noted from Table. 1, for the type of noise that is typically seen in
commercial accelerometers the error measure 2 (resp. 8) is rarely going to
exceed 1.5% (resp. 2%). It is interesting to note that even for the case of
σ “ 100, the error measures 2 and 8 will, respectively, rarely exceed 14% and
19%. However, it might not be advisable to read too much into the values of
2 and 8 since they depend strongly on the details of our evaluation method-
ology. To elaborate, our choice to focus on the time interval r0, 1s in defining
p was arbitrary. So was our choice for 5X’s location, or for that matter most
details in the simulation. The values of the error measures would likely be dif-
ferent if we had made different choices. Similarly, the error measures’ values
also critically depend on the manner in which we modeled the noise in the ac-
celerometer measurements. For example, it is not unreasonable to imagine that
the dominant noise in the accelerometer measurements does not arise from the
electronic noise that is intrinsic to the accelerometers, which is what we decided
to presently focus on, but from factors such as insufficiently rigid mounting of
the accelerometers, non-negligible deformations, etc. For these reasons, the er-
ror measures p should be used only as preliminary gauges into the robustness
of the AO-algorithm.
The values summarized in Table. 1 for the case σ “ 0 prove that the AO-
algorithm provides a valid strategy to estimate the accelerations at arbitrary
material particles of a rigid body using measurements from only four tri-axial
accelerometers. Despite its validity, it is reasonable to question: how practical
is the AO-algorithm? Will it be robust in the field in the presence of noise?
The values summarized in Table. 1 tempt us to answer these questions in the
affirmative. However, owing to the various limitations of the error measures p a
true answer to these questions will have to wait for the results of an experimental
evaluation.
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Figure 6: The AO-algorithm’s prediction for the acceleration of the material
particle 5X in the simulation of a rigid ellipsoid impacting an elastic half-space.
The location of 5X on the ellipsoid’s surface is shown in Fig. 4. The simulation is
introduced in §4.1.1, and discussed further in B.1. Representative results from
the simulation are shown in Fig. 5 (a). Noise is addded to the accelerations
of four virtual accelerometers that are taken to be attached to the ellipsoid
during the simulation and fed into the AO-algorithm to derive the predictions.
The arrangement of the four virtual accelerometers is shown in Fig. 4. The
components of the acceleration time signal from the virtual accelerometer 1X
before and after addition of a noise realization are shown in Fig. 5 (b) and
(c), respectively. The details of extraction of the virtual accelerometers’ data is
discussed in §B.2. Noise in our numerical validation exercise is dictated by the
parameters σ and β. See §4.1.2 for an explanation of these parameters. The
figure shows the predictions for the cases σ “ 0, 1, 10, and 100. The parameter
β was kept fixed at 103 in all these cases.
Table 1: The mean and standard deviation of the error measures 2 and 8 for
100 and 200 realizations.
σ
Realizations (sample size) = 100 Realizations (sample size) = 200
2 ˆ 103 8 ˆ 103 2 ˆ 103 8 ˆ 103
(mean˘std) (mean˘std) (mean˘std) (mean˘std)
0 1.56 2.20 1.56 2.20
1 1.83 ˘ 0.20 2.88˘ 0.31 1.80˘ 0.19 2.85˘ 0.28
10 8.37˘ 1.60 12.80˘ 1.82 8.42˘ 1.94 12.88˘ 2.51
100 83.99˘ 18.84 127.44˘ 23.78 82.31˘ 16.68 126.49˘ 20.33
5 Concluding remarks
1. We checked the validity of the AO-algorithm and its robustness in the
presence of noise using virtual accelerometer data generated by performing
a numerical simulation. In our study we chose the parameters σ and
β to approximate noise from commercial accelerometers. We have not
studied the effects of biases or noise resulting from poor mounting of the
accelerometers, etc. on the predictive capability of the AO-algorithm. We
plan to study such effects in the near future.
2. Without employing any time integration, the AO-algorithm is still able
to determine the pseudo acceleration field A¯τ , from which the magnitude
of acceleration for all material particles is known (see (2.13)). With time
integration the AO-algorithm further yields the direction of acceleration
for all material particles.
3. The AO-algorithm is fairly general.
(a) The vector sets
`
lEi
˘
iPI, where l P J, need not form a right handed
system. They only need to be orthonormal. For example, in our
simulation (see Fig. 4) leaving
`
4Ei
˘
iPI none of the other vector sets
form a right handed system.
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(b) The spatial arrangement of the accelerometers lX, l P J, can also be
fairly general except for the restrictions that all four accelerometers
may not lie on the same plane, no three accelerometers shall lie on
the same line, and, of course, no two accelerometers shall be placed at
the same point. These restrictions follow from the requirement that
the matrices i∆Y in the AO-algorithm be well defined (cf. (3.8)).
(c) The AO-algorithm can be applied to quite a wide variety of rigid
body motions. The motions can involve finite rotations and be a
consequence of a complicated set of time varying forces and torques.
For example, the motion could involve point-forces, i.e., forces that
are highly localized in space and arise during impact. The primary
restriction in this direction is that the sampling frequency of the ac-
celerometers be high enough that they are able to capture all relevant
features of the acceleration time signals lαi, where i P I and l P J.
4. The results of Padgaonkar et. al.[24] can be reproduced by making a
special choice for the accelerometers’ positions and orientations in the
AO-algorithm.
5. Using gyroscopes and accelerometers the minimum number of measure-
ments needed to reproduce the acceleration field is six. Our work shows
that on using accelerometers only the minimum number of such measure-
ments is twelve (cf. (3.4)). The AO-algorithm can be modified to use
measurements from either six bi-axial or twelve uni-axial accelerometers,
instead of measurements from four tri-axial accelerometers. We plan on
publishing the details of these modifications elsewhere.
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A Balance Laws
A.1 Derivation of (2.49)
Defining piXipτq “ piτipXq and ΠXi “ ΠRipXq, we can alternatively write (2.43)
as
piXipτq “ QijpτqΠXj . (A.1)
It follows from (A.1) and (2.3a) that
ΠXj “ QkjpτqpiXkpτq. (A.2)
Differentiating both sides of (A.1) we get the equation pi1Xipτq “ Q1ijpτqΠXj .
On replacing ΠXj in it with the right hand side of (A.2), and then noting in
the resulting equation using (2.20b) that Q1ijpτqQkjpτq is equal to Wikpτq and
replacing piXkpτq with piτkpXq we get that
9piτipXq “WikpτqpiτkpXq, (A.3)
where 9piτipXq :“ pi1Xipτq.
It can be shown using (2.50) and (A.3) that
E˜1ijpτq “WikpτqE˜kjpτq ´ E˜ikpτqWkjpτq. (A.4)
It follows from (2.44), (2.50), and (A.3) that
H˜ijpτq “WikpτqE˜kjpτq ` E˜ikpτqWkjpτq. (A.5)
Differentiating both sides of (A.5) and then replacing the derivatives of E˜ikpτq
and E˜kjpτq on the right hand side of the resulting equation using (A.4) we get
that
H˜ 1ijpτq “W 1ikpτqE˜kjpτq ` E˜ikpτqW 1kjpτq
`WikpτqWklpτqE˜ljpτq ´ E˜ilpτqWlkpτqWkjpτq. (A.6)
Equation (2.49) is the matrix form of (A.6).
A.2 Derivation of (2.53)
It follows from (2.48), (2.51), and (2.52) that
h˜1kpτq “ t˜kpτq, (A.7)
where h˜kpτq :“ ph˜pτqqk, and t˜kpτq :“ pt˜pτqqk. It can be shown using (2.54) and
(A.3) that
J˜ 1ijpτq “WikpτqJ˜kjpτq ´ J˜ikpτqWkjpτq. (A.8)
If follows from (2.44) and (2.51) that
h˜kpτq “
ż
B
klmpiτl 9piτm dρ˜. (A.9)
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It follows from (A.9), (A.3), (2.23), and (2.54) that
h˜kpτq “ J˜kppτqwppτq. (A.10)
Differentiating (A.10) and using (A.8) it can be shown that
h1kpτq “ J˜kmpτqw1mpτq `WkmpτqJ˜mnpτqwnpτq. (A.11)
In arriving at (A.11) we setWmppτqwppτq “ 0, which is a consequence of (2.23).
Equation (2.53) follows from (A.7) and (A.11).
B Numerical validation of the AO algorithm
B.1 Numerical simulation of rigid body motion
As a preliminary step we checked the validity and robustness of the AO-algorithm
using numerically generated virtual accelerometer data. We generated the vir-
tual accelerometer data by performing simulations of rigid body motion. We
discuss the details of the numerical scheme for performing the simulations in
this section.
B.1.1 Numerical integration of rigid body equations of motion
We performed simulations of rigid body motion by solving the balance of linear
momentum (2.39) and balance of angular momentum (2.57) simultaneously
and numerically to obtain a sequence of configurations for B. We assume that
B updates its configuration discontinuously at a set of discrete time instances.
As in §3.2, we assumed that the values of c,W, r, r1, Q, W¯, f˜, and t˜ remained
constant during the time interval ∆τn :“ rn∆τ, pn ` 1q∆τq, where n P N :“
p0, 1, . . .q, and denote them as cpnq, Wpnq, rpnq, r1pnq, Qpnq, W¯pnq, f˜pnq, and
t˜pnq, respectively. Recall that ∆τ denotes the (non-dimensional) time increment
and is a positive real number, and n is the time step (number). Knowing rpnq,
r1pnq, Qpnq, and W¯pnq we used the following procedure for computing rpn` 1q,
r1pn` 1q, Qpn` 1q, and W¯pn` 1q.
Knowing rpnq and Qpnq and using (2.17) we calculated cpnq as
cpnq “ rpnq ´QpnqrR. (B.1)
Knowing Qpnq and cpnq, the equation (2.17) completely determined B’s config-
uration for the nth time step, or equivalently, the time interval ∆τn. We denote
that configuration as κn :“ κτ , τ P ∆τn.
Since in our simulation the force measure only depends onB’s configuration
it follows that it too remains contant during each time step. We denote that
force measure as f˜n :“ f˜τ , τ P ∆τn. We discuss the calculation of f˜n in
§B.1.2. We computed the matrices f˜pnq and t˜pnq by substituting f˜τ with f˜n in
the definitions of f˜ and t˜, respectively.
Knowing f˜pnq and applying the “one-step formulation” (as presented in [46, p.
472]) of the Strömer-Verlet numerical integration scheme to (2.38) we computed
rpn` 1q as
rpn` 1q “ rpnq `∆τ r1n`1{2, (B.2)
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where
r1n`1{2 :“ r1pnq `
∆τ
2
f˜pnq. (B.3)
The formulation of the Strömer-Verlet scheme we employed is sometimes also
referred to as the “velocity Verlet” algorithm [47, p. 100].
Knowing t˜pnq and applying the explicit Lie-Störmer-Verlet integration scheme [38]
to (3.14) and (2.57) we computed Qpn` 1q as
Qpn` 1q “ Qpnq e∆τ ‹pw¯n`1{2q, (B.4)
where
w¯n` 12 “
¯˜J´1e´∆τ W¯pnq{2
ˆ
¯˜J
`‹W¯pnq˘` ∆τ
2
QTpnq t˜pnq
˙
. (B.5)
The function ep¨q appearing in (B.4) and (B.5) is defined in (3.17).
Knowing rpn ` 1q and Qpn ` 1q, the configuration of B is then completely
determined for the pn`1qth time step. We computed f˜n`1 from κn`1 using the
same procedure that we used for computing f˜n from κn (see §B.1.2 for details),
and then computed f˜pn` 1q and t˜pn` 1q by substituting f˜τ with f˜n`1 in the
definitions of f˜ and t˜, respectively. Using those quantities, and applying the
velocity-Verlet algorithm to (2.39) we computed r1pn` 1q as
r1pn` 1q “ r1n`1{2 `
∆τ
2
f˜pn` 1q. (B.6)
Applying the Lie-Störmer-Verlet integration scheme to (3.14) and (2.57) we
computed W¯pn` 1q as ‹w¯pn` 1q, where
w¯pn` 1q “ ¯˜J´1e´∆τ ‹pw¯n`1{2q
ˆ
¯˜J ‹ `W¯pnq˘` ∆τ
2
QTpnq t˜pnq
˙
` ∆τ
2
¯˜J´1 QTpn` 1q t˜pn` 1q.
(B.7)
Following (2.58) and (2.18b), we computed the value of W at, say, the pn` 1qth
time step as Qpn` 1qW¯pn` 1q pQpn` 1qqT.
B.1.2 The force measure in a simulation time step
Our simulation of rigid body motion involved contact between B and an elastic
half-space. In that simulation we took B to be a rigid ellipsoid, and the elastic
half-space to occupy the region H “ to` y PE : y P E and py ´ Hyq ¨ He ď 0u.
In H’s definition the vector Hy P E locates some arbitrary point on H’s surface
and the vector He P E is the normal to H’s surface that points away from H
and is of unit norm. The H and He that we used in the simulation are shown
in Fig. 5 (a).
In the simulation, the ellipsoid’s specific force measure consisted of two parts.
The first part was due to the action of gravity onB. Therefore, f˜n included the
term ´9.8ρ˜a37 for all n P N. The second part arose from κn pBq’s interaction
with H. We discuss its calculation in the remainder of this section.
7 Note that the units of this value are carried by a3
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For the time step n we designated the material particle that is closest to the
half-space as HXn “ κ´1n
`
Hxn
˘
, where
Hxn :“ arg min tdpxq | x P κnpBqu, (B.8)
in which the function d : EÑ R is defined by the equation dpxq “ `x´ Hy˘ ¨He.
The value of the function d at the vector x P E is the signed distance of the
point o` x from H’s surface.
If d
`
Hxn
˘ ă 0, then we included contact interaction for the nth time step.
We did this by including the specific contact force measure
Hp˜n δpHXnq
Ha
in the specific force measure f˜n. In this last expression Hp˜n is the magnitude
of the specific contact force, δpHXnq is the Dirac measure located at the material
particle HXn, and Ha P A is defined such that
``
Has
˘
s
˘ “ He. The Dirac
measure is defined in (2.37). We model the contact interaction between κn pBq
and H using the Hertz contact theory. In accordance with this theory [48, Ch.
10]8we took
Hp˜n “ 2
3{2pi
3m
E
p1´ ν2q
ˆ
Dpk1q
κ1Kpk1q3
˙1{2
d
`
Hxn
˘3{2
, (B.9)
where, recall that, m is the mass of B, E and ν are the Young’s modulus and
the Poisson’s ratio of the half space, respectively, k1 is either the positive or the
negative square root of 1´ k2, k P r´1, 1s is the solution of the equation
k2
Dp?1´ k2q
Bp?1´ k2q “
κ1
κ2
, (B.10)
in which Dpkq :“ pKpkq ´ Epkqq {k2 and Bpkq :“ Kpkq ´Dpkq, κ1 and κ2 are
the two principal curvatures of the surface of B at HXn, Kpkq and Epkq are the
values of the complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind, respectively,
at k.
B.2 Extraction of virtual accelerometer data from simu-
lations
We took the rigid body in our simulation to be fitted with the number and the
type of accelerometers needed for the application of the AO-algorithm. That is,
we took it to be fitted with four tri-axial virtual accelerometers. Let the material
particles to which the virtual accelerometers were attached be lX, where l P J,
and the orientations of the virtual accelerometers be defined by the orthonormal
sets plEiqiPI, which are as defined in §3, (3.1). Also as defined in §3, let lαipτq
denote the measurement reported by the virtual accelerometer lX for its ith
axis, where i P I, for the time instance τ . We present the procedure that we
used for computing plαipnqqnPN :“ plαipn∆τqqnPN.
8Equation (B.9) does not explicitly appear in [48]. We derived (B.9) using some of the results
given in [48]. Please note the typos in [48], especially in Table 10.2.
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Figure 7: Power spectral density (PSD) function of the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck
process (4.1) for different σ and β values.
From our rigid body simulations, we knew the sequences prpnqqnPN, pQpnqqnPN,
pWpnqqnPN, pr2pnqqnPN, and pW1pnqqnPN. Using the first two of these sequences,
we generated pcpnqqnPN as
cpnq “ rpnq ´QpnqrR. (B.11)
Equation (B.11) follows from (2.17). Using pcpnqqnPN we then generated the
pc2pnqqnPN, using the equation
c2pnq “ r2pnq ´W1pnq prpnq ´ cpnqq ´ pWpnqq2 prpnq ´ cpnqq , (B.12)
which follows from (2.31). Knowing c2pnq we then computed lAn :“ An∆τ plXq
using the equation
lAn “W1pnqQpnq lX` pWpnqq2 Qpnq lX` c2pnq, (B.13)
which is a consequence of (2.17), and (2.31). Finally, we construct plαipnqqnPN
as
lαipnq “
`
lAn
˘T
Qpnq lEi (no sum over l), (B.14)
where lEi “
`
lEi ¨Ej
˘
jPI. Equation (B.14) follows from (3.10), and (3.3).
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